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Abstract
Aim: The aim of this study was to determine the sensitivity of the tumor markers and diagnostic
methods used in the preoperative period for dermoid cysts, the most common benign neoplasm of
the ovary.
Material and Methods: 136 patients who were operated for any reason and reported as ovarian
dermoid cyst in the Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology, Ankara Atatürk Training and Research
Hospital between January 2004 and September 2005 were included in the study. The medical records
of the cases were obtained retrospectively from Ankara-Atatürk Training and Research Hospital, HIS,
archive files and patient numbers where necessary.
Results: In the preoperative period, 119 patients underwent ultrasonographic examination, 33
underwent Computed Tomography, and 17 underwent Magnetic Resonance Imaging.10 of the cases
only underwent CT, while 3 of the cases underwent only MRI 22 of them underwent both USG and
CT, USG and MRI were performed on 13 cases and only 1 case underwent all three of the imaging
methods. Tumor markers were CEA, CA 125, CA 19-9, CA 15-3 and AFP.
Conclusion: The reviews of ultrasonography and / or computed tomography and / or magnetic
resonance imaging (n = 132) revealed that 103 of the cases were put into operation and the
sensitivity of the preoperative screening methods were calculated to be 75.5%. The sensitivity of the
tumor marker CA 19-9 was calculated to be 31%.

Introduction
Mature cystic teratomas (MCT) constitute 10-25% of all ovarian neoplasia and 60%
of all benign ovarian neoplasms [1-3]. MCT forms more than 95% percent of all over
teratomas and is always benign [4]. Teratomas consist of a single germ cell and therefore
may contain any or all of the three germ layers (ectoderm, mesoderm or endoderm)
[5]. These layers typically form tissues with different and irregular structures in the
ovary [5,6]. More than 95% of all ovarian teratomas are formed by MCT and is always
benign [4]. It is the most common ovarian germ cell tumor in reproductive age women
[7]. Approximately 8-17% of the cases were bilateral [1,3,8-10]. Malign transformation
can be seen in 0.5.% to 8% of the cases (especially in postmenopausal women). Since
these cysts are mostly covered with squamous epithelium, 80% of malignant cases are
composed of squamous cell carcinoma [11].
The characteristic macroscopic appearance of MCT is the multicystic mass with hair,
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teeth, and / or sebaceous / thick, sticky, and usually mixed with malodorous material.
There is a solid protrusion (Rokitansky nodule) between the teratoma and normal
ovarian tissue [12,13]. MCT may microscopically contain endodermal, mesodermal
and ectodermal mature tissues, but generally ectodermal elements outbalance the
others [6,14].
These neoplasms, which are always benign, are usually asymptomatic, but may
present with abdominal distension, abdominal mass, constipation, nausea, vomiting, or
signs of infection, depending on the size of the masses. The most important complications
that may develop from MCT are rupture, torsion and malignancy risk. Therefore, surgical
removal is recommended [15-17]. Surgical excision provides de initive diagnosis in
most women with mature cystic teratomas, eliminating symptoms and preventing
complications such as torsion, rupture, and malignant degeneration. As with other
ovarian cysts, surgery may be by laparoscopic approach or laparotomy, and cystectomy
or oophorectomy may be performed [18].
The basic imaging tool for preoperative examination of MCT is ultrasonography
(USG). The density of these tumors varies from full cyst to full solitary and, in particular,
unlike many other ovarian tumors of the MCT, these tumors has many sonographic
characteristic features such as oil-liquid or hair-liquid levels, bristle density, Rokitansky
overhang, Iceberg tip, dot-dash, loating balls sign [6,19,20]. The superiority of magnetic
resonance ımaging (MRI) to other imaging modalities used in pelvis include direct
multiplanar examination ability, high soft tissue contrast, the ability to differentiate
the veins without using contrast media and the safe use of them in pregnant women.
Characteristic/typical MRI inding is the fatty tissue seen in about 95% of cases. Other
indings are liquid-liquid levels, low signal intensity calci ication (usually tooth tissue)
and Rokitansky nodules, chemical transition artifact, oil-liquid level, palm tree-like
protrusion, loating ball sign, intratumoral keratinoid material [21-25]. Standard T1 and
T2 imaging sequences support the diagnosis of teratoma, but T1-weighted out-of-phase
or chemically selective fatty tissue imprinted images increase diagnostic con idence.
Diagnostic accuracy of these techniques has been reported up to 96%. [22]. Out-ofphase imaging may be particularly advantageous for lesions containing small amounts
of fat [23]. Computed tomography (CT) has excellent sensitivity (93-98%) due to the
determination of fat in the diagnosis of MCT [23]. Computed tomography includes a
mass in fat density with or without fat- luid level. The high density Rokitansky node
consisting of hair and other components can swim in the middle of the mass and
calci ication is frequently present [26]. The sign of loating balls is a striking and rare
inding of MCT and consists of several small spherical structures within the cyst [27].
Tumor markers may show a slight increase in MCT [28]. CA 125, CA 19-9,
carcinoembryonic antigen (CEA) are markers that can increase in MCT [29,30].
The aim of this study is to determine the predictive values of the tests performed
for diagnosis in the preoperative period and to reach a fast and accurate diagnosis with
low cost of this disease, which is frequently encountered in the reproductive period
and which has various complications including loss of fertility if not treated.

Material and Method
Between the dates of January 2004 and September 2015, in Ankara Atatürk Training
and Research Hospital, Department of Obstetrics and Gynecology a total of 136 patients
were included who got operated for whatever reason and reported as ovary mature
cystic teratoma. The medical records of the patients were retrospectively reviewed
and the patient information (archive iles and patient phone numbers) was obtained
from hospital recording system. Where necessary. The records of the patients were
fully screened; age, gravida, parity, menopause, preoperative imaging methods and
histopathological diagnosis were recorded.
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In the preoperative period, 119 patients were diagnosed with USG, 33 patients with
CT, and 17 patients with MRI. Only CT was performed on 10 cases, on 3 cases only MRI
was performed , CT was performed on 22 patients with USG, MRI was performed with
USG on 13 patients, and all three imaging methods were performed on one patient.CT and
MRI were done as additional radiological examination when 33 (24.3%) of the patients
couldn’t be pre-diagnosed with USG or their tumor markers were high (especially CA125) or when there was suspicion of malignancy or the result of USG was no good as
a result of obesity. The tumor markers AFP, CA-125, CA 15-3, CA 19-9 and CEA were
examined. In the USG, the diameter of the tumor, the side of the tumor and whether it is
unilateral or bilateral, the presence of septation without consideration of septa thickness,
the presence of solid-cystic separation, fat density, presence of acoustic shadowing,
calci ication and hyper-echogenicity were recorded. The diameter of the tumor, the
presence of fat-bone density and the possibility of ‘’dermoid’’ prediction evaluated by
computed tomography. The diameter of the tumor, the presence of bone density, and the
possibility of the ‘’dermoid’’ were analyzed in the cases that underwent MRI.
Cases who did not pre-diagnosed with ovarian cyst were recorded as incidental.
Patient data were analyzed in SPSS 17.0 Statistical Program. Descriptive data were
shown as number (n),% (%), mean ± standard deviation (SD), minimum and maximum.
Mean values of groups and comparison between groups were done by One-way ANOVA
method while evaluating the tumor diameters.

Results
The mean age of the cases was 38.8 ± 13.2 (18-75). The number of cases under 20
years of age was 8 (5.9%). Of the 119 cases who underwent ultrasonography, 80 were
diagnosed as MCT preoperative sensitivity of USG was calculated as 67.2%. In CT 26
(78.8%) of the patients were diagnosed as ‘’ MCT’’ while 3 (9.4%) cases were de ined
as cystic lesions and 2 (6.3%) cases were interpreted as necrotic masses. One (3.1%)
patient diagnosed as malignant 1 (3.1%) before surgery, was sigmoid colon mass. 3
(17.7%) of the cases evaluated with MRI showed bone density. While 12 (70.6%) of
the cases were diagnosed as MCT, 5 (29.4%) cases were de ined as cystic structure. As
a result of USG and / or CT and / or MRI (n = 132), 103 patients were operated with
the pre-diagnosis of MCT. Preoperative evaluation sensitivity of the imaging methods
was calculated to be 75.7%. 26 of the 33 patients evaluated with CT had a preoperative
diagnosis of MCT and sensitivity was 78.8%. 12 of the 17 patients with MRI imaging
supported the preoperative diagnosis of MCT, with a sensitivity of 70.6%. Sensitivity
of tumor markers CA 125, CA 15-3 and AFP were respectively calculated to be 16%,
10.7% and 6% while CA 19-9 and CEA were 31% and 20.4%
Of the 136 patients diagnosed with MCT as a result of histopathological evaluation,
103 had the correct diagnosis of MCT preoperatively, two of which were associated
with pregnancy. In 20 cases, the pre-diagnosis was de ined as ovarian cyst / adnexial
mass and 3 cases presented with acute abdomen and operated with pre-diagnosis
of ovarian torsion.In 2 cases, the operation was performed with the preliminary
diagnosis of tubaovaryan abscess and ovarian malignancy, but MCT was found in the
postoperative diagnosis.In the remaining 8 cases, the indications for surgery were
caesarean section (n = 3), acute abdomen (appendectomy, n = 1, ectopic pregnancy, n
= 2), endometrial cancer (n = 1), hysterectomy due to myoma (n = 1) and preoperative
period. While MCT was not detected by imaging methods, it was reported as mature
cystic teratoma as a result of pathological examination of ovarian cyst which was
detected intraoperatively.
Histopathological examination results of one patient (0.7%) were reported as
immature teratoma, one case (0.7%) as malignant transformation and 2 (1.5%) cases as
struma ovarii. Tumor markers CA 19-9 and AFP levels were found in the cases reported
above normal values (CA 19-9 = 114 kU/L, AFP= 70.08 ng/ml) in immature teratoma.
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In our study, 5 out of 7 cases who were only examined with USG and were reported
as bilateral had been diagnosed with MCT in bilateral ovaries while 2 out of 7 didn’t
show any signs MCT or any other ovarian pathology. However, 3 of the cases with
unilateral ovarian cysts had bilateral MCT in the ovaries tables 1-4.

Table 1: Ultrasonographic features of cases.

Table 2: Tomographic features of cases.

Table 3: Findings on tumor markers.

Table 4: Relationship between tumor markers and macroscopic diameters of tumors.
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Discussion
Although these neoplasms, which are frequently seen in the reproductive period,
are usually asymptomatic, it is important to diagnose and treat at an early stage
because they have various complications, including loss of fertility, if not treated. In
the study conducted by Genç et al., 33 patients were examined and 21 patients (63.6%)
were correctly diagnosed as MCT by preoperative ultrasonography. These results
are similar to our study [31]. Mais et al. determined that sensitivity and speci icity
were 58% and 99%, respectively according to indings in USG such as, dens echogenic
nodules, focal or diffuse echogenic foci, and multiple echogenic lines formed by hairs
in MCT [32].
In our study, the ultrasonographic examination of the lesions, solid, cystic, solidcystic, fat density, calci ication, acoustic shadowing, and hyper-echogenicity patterns,
preoperative mature cystic teratoma was diagnosed in 80 of 119 cases. Sensitivity of
USG was found to be 67.2%. de Kroon et al. found sensitivity to 80% and speci icity to
89% in studies involving 99 dermoid cysts [33].
In a study conducted by Tekin et al., of 40 patients with MCT diagnosed as
ultrasonographic preliminary diagnoses from 245 patients who were operated with the
diagnosis of adnexal mass, the compatibility between the initial diagnosis and the true
diagnosis was found to be statistically signi icant. The sensitivity of ultrasonography
(81.8%), speci icity (93.1%), PPV (67.5%) and NPV (96.7%) were also found to be
high [34]. In the published studies it is stated that acoustic shadowing, focal or diffuse
hyperechoic foci, hyperechogenic ridge formed by hair can be seen at the rates of
90%, 60% and 60% again respectively [24]. Tekin et al. reported in their study that
even though hyperechoic solid component was detected in 89,5% cases and mixed
echogenicity due to hyperechogenic ine lines in 77,4% cases, acoustic shadowing was
only detected in 12,5% of the cases [34]. In the same study, it was found out that 13 of
40 patients who were thought to have MCT ultrasonographically, were misdiagnosed
and it was showened that the reason of diagnosis of misdiagnosis is to take the criteria
of hyperechogenic lining and hyperechogenic solid structure in the pattern recognition
method as a diagnostic criteria [34].
Computed tomography has a high sensitivity for detecting MCT. Measurement of fat
density is dif icult in cases where the fat in the lesion is low. Other than the fat density,
palm tree-like protrusion and fat-liquid levels are other speci ic indings that can be
seen on CT. On CT, the fat-liquid level can be seen at 10% [23]. In the study of Saba et
al., CT revealed typical features of MCT to be, fat density 93% teeth and calci ications
56% Rokitansky nodule and 81% hair density 65% fat-liquid levels 12% respectively
[35-42]. Guerriero et al. evaluated 83 adnexal masses who persisted after 3 months of
the 161 cases they examined. They were able to diagnose MCT with 100% sensitivity
and speci icity in 14 cysts and obtained higher sensitivity when compared with MRI
[43]. Similarly, Buy et al. compared the preoperative CT and MRI indings of lesions
in 25 cases with histopathological results reported as MCT Rokitansky protrusion, fat
and calci ied tissue characterization were evaluated in CT and MRI and they found the
sensitivity of CT to be 98% and MRI was 88% [44]. In our study, considering the features
reported with CT, while the cystic structure was evaluated as 31.3%, solid structure as
28.1%, solid-cystic structure as 34.4%, fat density as 75% and bone density as 46.9%;
bone density was determined in 3 (17.7%) of the cases evaluated by MRI and 12
(70.6%) of the cases were diagnosed as “ MCT” without any descriptive characteristic
and 5 (29.4%) cases were de ined only as cystic structure. Saba et al. in their review
of the MRI, fat, fat-liquid, hair densities, palm tree protrusions and protrusions in the
appearance of MCT are emphasized as typical features [15-17,45-49].
When we look at the tumor markers in our study, CA 125 sensitivity, which is
essentially important in the diagnosis of epithelial ovarian neoplasms, was found to be
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16% in the diagnosis of MCT, a germ cell ovarian tumor. Kawai, Kikkawa, and Mikuni
have shown that CA-125 values in patients with MCTs have increased by 23.7%, 28%
and 12.7%, respectively, which are similar to our data [50-52].
In our study, the sensitivity of CA 15-3 in the diagnosis of MCTwas found to be
10.7%. AFP sensitivity was calculated as 6%. In a study by Konishi et al., CEA levels
increased to 30% of cases diagnosed with MCT. Whereas Kawai et al., couldn’t ind
any signi icant rise in CEA levels with cases who have MCT [51-53]. In our study, CEA
sensitivity was calculated as 20.4%. In a study of Var et al. on 160 patients, CA 19-9
was found in 37.6% of the cases, CA 125 was present in 19.3%, CEA in 9.4%, CA 15-3 in
4% and AFP levels were high in 0,9% of the aforementioned cases. In the study where
they detected that CA 19-9 is a more accurate marker in ovarian MCT, they discovered
that the most important determinant of CA 19-9 level was the diameter of tumor [54].
In our study, CA 19-9 was higher in MCT than the other tumor markers and in 34 of
the 110 cases, it was found to be higher than normal values and its sensitivity was
calculated as 31%.
Studies have focused on the correlation of tumor diameter and height of tumor
markers. Mikuni and Dede did not ind a signi icant relationship between CA 19-9 level
and tumor diameter, but they detected a signi icant relationship between CA19-9 level
and tumor diameter.In the study of Var et al. while it is observed normally in cases
with tumors whose diameter is below 4 cm, CA 19-9 levels start to rise in tumors with
diameter between 4-10 cm and in tumors which have diameters over 10 cm CA 19-9
levels are still on the rise as well as CA 125 and CEA [52,54,55].
We did not ind a relationship between tumor size and height of tumor markers.

Conclusion
MCT is the most common germ cell tumor of the ovary, which constitutes
approximately 10-25% of all ovarian neoplasms and 60% of all benign ovarian
neoplasms. Although MCT is usually asymptomatic, symptoms in symptomatic cases
may present us with symptoms such as abdominal distension, abdominal mass,
constipation, nausea, vomiting, infection, torsion or rupture, depending on the size
of the masses. The fact that the Rokitansky bulge was not reported at all in our CT
and MRI reports and that the characteristics of the mass were not speci ied were the
limitations of our study within the framework of standardization. One of the limitations
of our study was that when the imaging methods were reported, the de initions were
in the form of general expressions. Although it is called ‘’MCT’’ by the radiologist, it is
necessary to have radiologists working on this subject and the procedure should be
done by the same radiologist and this situation has not been achieved in our study.
As a result, sonography is the primary imaging tool used to determine MCT. It is
seen that we need more descriptive radiology reports to achieve correct pre-operative
diagnosis and standardization by supporting with CT and / or MRI. Preoperative tumor
markers appear to have no place in the diagnosis and validation of MCT. The thesis that
tumor markers increase with increasing tumor size needs to be supported by studies.
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